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In this paper, I begin the discussion of my Doctor of Ministry project and dissertation for

the Berkeley School of Theology. In the first section, I present the problem of creating a

theological study program for use in jail and my vision for its solution. The second section

considers my theological basis, including three inspiring scriptures that have influenced my

thinking. These are followed by a summary and conclusion. My theological basis and the

proposed project and dissertation are informed by my experience as a Santa Clara County,

California, jail chaplain since 2015.

I use prisoner and inmate interchangeably. However, jail and prison are not the same. In

my master’s thesis, I wrote about how for prisoners and those who work with them, these two

places of lawful confinement are very different, as presented in this table.1

Jail Prison
Whether or not they are guilty, 74% of
people in American jails are not convicted
of any crime. Many un-convicted people
remain in jail because they are too poor to
make bail.2

Prison inmates are convicted.

Inmates are usually in a jail near their
home community, or in the community
where they were arrested.

Prison inmates may be sent anywhere in
their state (and sometimes out of state).3

People can be jailed for a few days to a
dozen years or more. Most do not know
their schedule for judgment.

Prison inmates generally know their
incarceration schedule.

3 Tanya Golash-Boza, “Prisoners Incarcerated Far Away from Home are Effectively Denied the Possibility of Seeing
Family Members,” The Hill, 23 May 2020,
https://thehill.com/opinion/criminal-justice/499307-prisoners-sent-far-away-from-home-are-effectively-denied-the.

2 Wendy Sawyer and Peter Wagner, “Mass Incarceration: The Whole Pie 2020,” Prison Policy Initiative, 24 March
2020, https://www.prisonpolicy.org/reports/pie2020.html.

1 Katy Dickinson, “Range of Chaplain Engagement with Prisoners,” (MA thesis, Graduate Theological Union,
Berkeley, 2021), ProQuest publication pending, 12-15.
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Jail sees a large-scale, constant churn in
and out.4

Prison populations are comparatively stable.

County or municipal authorities manage
jails.

State governments and the U.S. Federal
Bureau of Prisons manage prisons. There
are also incarceration facilities operated by
the armed forces and other federal agencies.5

Problem and Vision for a Solution

The problem I have identified is that while jails offer opportunities for worship and study

of scriptures, they usually lack a rigorous, faith- and theology-based study program to support

the development of a personal theology, ministry, and sense of spiritual liberation and agency.

Prisoners live in an environment that routinely denigrates their self-worth and sense of dignity

and works against their ability to transform their lives. Few prisoners have the social and study

skills needed for a rigorous study program, or a trusted place to practice new skills such as

fact-based opinion development and productive discussion of other points of view. One practical

result is the inability of many jail prisoners to distinguish between judicial guilt and sin before

God, sometimes resulting in their not advocating for a shorter sentence during plea bargaining.

With 2.3 million people in prisons, jails, and other correctional and detention facilities,

incarceration is a devastating reality in American society.6 The Prison Policy Initiative recently

reported that the USA incarcerates more of its population than any other nation.7 They conclude,

For four decades, the U.S. has been engaged in a globally unprecedented experiment to
make every part of its criminal justice system more expansive and more
punitive....incarceration has become the nation’s default response to crime, with, for
example, 70 percent of convictions resulting in confinement...the U.S.’s high

7 Emily Widra and Tiana Herring, “States of Incarceration: The Global Context 2021,” Prison Policy Initiative,
September 2021, https://www.prisonpolicy.org/global/2021.html.

6 Sawyer and Wagner.

5 U.S. Department of Justice, Office of Justice Programs, Bureau of Justice Statistics, “Terms & Definitions: State
and Federal Prisoners and Prison Facilities,” accessed 20 September 2020,
https://www.bjs.gov/index.cfm?ty=tdtp&tid=13.

4 Sawyer and Wagner.
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incarceration rates are not a rational response to high crime rate, but rather a politically
expedient response to public fears and perceptions about crime and violence.”8

This dehumanizing systemic evil of mass incarceration is driven by poverty, racism, low levels

of education, and a lack of empowerment of prisoners, some of America’s most marginalized

people.9 While there are rare and welcome exceptions to these patterns, for example, Mount

Tamalpais College (Prison University Project) at San Quentin State Prison,10 and the work of the

Alliance for Higher Education in Prison,11 for most prisoners, there are few ways out.

In my personal experience in county jail, I have observed that at least two-thirds of the

inmates in my weekly classes are men of color, mostly Latino, plus a minority who are Black,

Asian, or Pacific Islander or a mix of several racial or ethnic groups. Jeffrey F. Rosen, the Santa

Clara County District Attorney, wrote in 2020, “We know that communities of color have been

disproportionately housed in jails and prisons throughout the Country. We also know that our

county’s defendant population is not reflective of the community, insofar as there is a persistent

over-representation of Black/African American and Hispanic/Latino people charged with

crimes.”12

Most prisoners are people of color who often have poor education,13 mental illness,14 and

other social and health problems. Families and communities of color are disproportionately

14 Maryann Barry, “Augmentation of Behavioral Health Services to Inmates in County Jail,” County of Santa Clara:
Santa Clara Valley Health & Hospital System, 15 December 2015,
https://www.sccgov.org/sites/scc/Documents/Item19-79301A-Board-of-Supervisors-Meeting-2015-12-15.pdf.

13 Amy Rea, “How Serious is America’s Literacy Problem?” Library Journal, 29 April 2020,
https://www.libraryjournal.com/?detailStory=How-Serious-Is-Americas-Literacy-Problem.

12 Jeffrey F. Rosen, “Race and Prosecutions - 2020 Update,” Santa Clara County District Attorney’s Office, accessed
20 August 2021,
https://www.sccgov.org/sites/da/newsroom/newsreleases/Documents/2020NRDocs/Race%20and%20Prosecutions%
202020%20Update.pdf.

11 Alliance for Higher Education in Prison (home page), accessed 18 September 2021,
https://www.higheredinprison.org.

10 Mount Tamalpais College (home page), accessed 18 September 2021, https://www.mttamcollege.org.
9 Sawyer and Wagner.
8 Wildra and Herring.
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affected by mass incarceration.15 Few educational programs for prisoners are academically

rigorous, especially for jail inmates. Even some of the smartest inmates I know say they have

taken basic high school equivalency classes over and over because it was their only program

option and gave them out-of-cell time. Research has shown that the complex relationships of

poverty, poor education, trauma, and systemic racism are often root causes of criminal

behavior.16 As Professor Donald Chinula, Chair of the Department of Religion and Philosophy at

Stillman College writes, “Groups oppressed on account of sex, race, class, and other repressive

syndromes overwhelmingly exhibit a loss of divinely bequeathed self-worth and human value.”17

Some positives are that faith-based activities and programs are very popular among

prisoners. Bible study and theological reflection are both powerful methods for supporting a

personal faith journey. In 2016, Families Against Mandatory Minimums (FAMM) asked more

than 2,000 federal inmates about the programs available and not available in prison. FAMM

found that 49% of respondents participated in faith-based programs. Their finding was, “Many

prisons offer faith-based programs, and most prisoners who participate find them worthwhile.”18

In my observation, participation and success in an academically rigorous class has the potential

to confer higher status among inmates. Also, I have seen that class completion certificates and

other evidence of personal transformation can help at sentencing time before the judge. All of

these are elements that have supported the success of the faith- and theology-based study

program I have led in the Santa Clara County jail.

18 Kevin A. Ring and Molly Gill, “Using Time to Reduce Crime: Federal Prisoner Survey Results Show Ways to
Reduce Recidivism,” Families Against Mandatory Minimums, June 2017,
https://www.prisonpolicy.org/scans/famm/Prison-Report_May-31_Final.pdf.

17 Chinula, 136.

16 Jennifer McNulty, “New Book Debunks Myths About What Causes Crime and Why,” Phys-Org, 12 March 2020,
https://phys.org/news/2020-03-debunks-myths-crime.html.

15 Kara Gotsch, “Families and Mass Incarceration,” The Sentencing Project, 24 April 2018,
https://www.sentencingproject.org/publications/6148/,
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In my master’s thesis,19 I wrote about how in our class discussions, prisoners ask difficult

questions like why they or their friends are punished out of proportion to their offenses. Few are

innocent, but most seem over-punished.20 I consider that many jail inmates are greatly

over-punished because they are too poor to pay bail or hire a capable lawyer.21 I was delighted to

read in Gustavo Gutiérrez’s On Job a similar sentiment, “The question for Job is not whether or

not he is a sinner; he knows well that as a human being he is indeed a sinner. The question rather

is whether he deserves the torments he is suffering.”22 With so many resources and so much

power in our society and judicial system working against prisoners, I am motivated to encourage

inmates to advocate for shorter sentences and other positive outcomes of the judicial process.

During my Doctor of Ministry program, I envision evolving my current class materials

into an academically rigorous, theologically based education program for jails, along with the

needed distribution and delivery infrastructure to scale it beyond its current instantiation. This

would include a publishable curriculum that includes Train the Trainer materials. I plan to pilot

test the evolved program in county jails in the San Francisco Bay Area where I live. The program

would be in English, at least initially. A future project might be to make this program available

through public distribution to larger jail audiences over a broader geographic area. Because

prisons already have a variety of academic and theological programs available, this project

would be focused on county jails.23

23 Association of Theological Schools, “Educational Models and Practices in Theological Education - Programs in
Prison Peer Group - Final Report,” accessed 18 September 2021,
https://www.ats.edu/uploads/resources/current-initiatives/educational-models/publications-and-presentations/peer-gr
oup-final-reports/15-programs-in-prison.docx.

22 Gustavo Gutiérrez, On Job: God-Talk and the Suffering of the Innocent (Maryknoll. NY: Orbis Books, 1987), 24.

21 Tara O’Neill Hayes and Margaret Barnhorst, “Incarceration and Poverty in the United States,” American Action
Forum, 30 June 2020,
https://www.americanactionforum.org/research/incarceration-and-poverty-in-the-united-states/.

20 Donald M. Chinula, “The Tasks of Oppression-Sensitive Pastoral Caregiving and Counseling,” in Sheryl A.
Kujawa-Holbrook and Karen B. Montagno, ed. Injustice and the Care of Souls: Taking Oppression Seriously in
Pastoral Care (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 2009), 136.

19 Dickinson, 26.
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The mentors who present my current jail program act as a resource, walk alongside

prisoners, support them owning their personal faith and faith journey, and in having agency in

their belief. The class style is based on inquiry and discussion rather than on statements of faith,

doctrine, or creed.  Inmates remain in charge of their own journey and goals. Mentors encourage

personal and spiritual growth in an intentional, lasting relationship with God. Prisoners seem to

develop a more positive self-image through successful engagement with challenging theological

and biblical materials. I plan to retain all of these program aspects.

As either part of this program or as a future project, I plan to extend this program so that

seminary students and chaplains in training could be trained to be mentors, getting academic

credit for their time working with inmates. This might be accomplished by working with

organizations and schools associated with current programs offered by the Association of

Theological Schools (ATS)24 and the Association for Clinical Pastoral Education (ACPE).25

Above, I have discussed some of what this problem is, and my vision for my project to

achieve a solution. What this project is not is just as important. The scope of project work does

not include Christian evangelism or proselytism. While the materials focus on the Hebrew Bible

and Christian Testament, participating prisoners and mentors are not required to have any

particular religious belief and interfaith topics are often discussed. This project is not about

making new Christians.

The project is focused on serving people who are currently prisoners rather than those

who are in reentry, although benefits to those in reentry may also develop over time. Reentry in

this context means the process of reentering the larger community after someone is released from

incarceration. As Moira De Nike concludes in her dissertation, recognition of worth may lead an

25 Association for Clinical Pastoral Education (home page), accessed 19 September 2021, https://acpe.edu.
24 Association of Theological Schools (home page), accessed 19 September 2021, https://www.ats.edu.
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inmate to better life outcomes, “more than faith and moral resolve are required for successful

reentry into society, but that offenders’ sense of God in their lives can be pivotal, especially as it

gives them belief in their own value.”26

Reducing recidivism may also be a long-term result of engagement with this program but

is not a primary success measure. In my master’s thesis I wrote, “Lowering recidivism (that is,

ex-prisoners repeating criminal behavior or being re-arrested) is a complex, wicked27 problem,

and change is challenging to tie to specific practices and results.”28 Evangelism, reentry and

recidivism are important areas, and each has a vast amount of associated publications and

projects but these are not my primary project focus.

The program I envision includes study and worship, and consideration of inmates’s

spiritual or faith journey as part of theological reflection; however, it is not intended to be part of

a seminary education, or a step toward gaining a college degree. Some seminary-model programs

exist in prisons, overseen by the Association of Theological Schools.29 The model I follow is

focused on lay life rather than seminary, inspired by the University of the South - School of

Theology’s Education for Ministry (EfM) program.30 EfM is a course of study that “provides the

framework for the group to connect faith to their daily lives through reading and discussion.

Meeting once a week in small groups...led by mentors trained to facilitate the experience, you

will begin to think theologically, reflect faithfully, and speak civilly when confronted by beliefs

and principles in opposition to your own.”31 I have been an Accredited Mentor for EfM since

31 Education for Ministry, “About Education for Ministry,” accessed 18 September 2021,
https://efm.sewanee.edu/about/.

30 Education for Ministry (home page). Accessed 18 September 2021. https://efm.sewanee.edu.
29 Association of Theological Schools, “Educational Models and Practices.”
28 Dickinson, 8.

27 Tom Ritchey, “Wicked Problems: Modelling Social Messes with Morphological Analysis,” Acta Morphologica
Generalis – AMG 2 no. 1 (2013) 1, http://www.swemorph.com/pdf/wp.pdf.

26 Moira De Nike, “The Penitent: The Myths and Realities of Religious Rehabilitation Among California Prisoners”
(PhD diss., University of Hawaii, 2005), iv, ProQuest Dissertations Publishing (10838887).
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2011, the EfM Coordinator for the Episcopal Diocese of El Camino Real since 2015, and the

mentor for the only EfM program in a jail.32 However, I found that the four-year EfM program is

too long for most jail inmates.

In 2018, I worked with the Rev. Canon William Barnwell (one of EfM’s designers) to

revise his year-long Transforming Literature of the Bible (TLB) program so that it could be

offered in two three-month-long classes. During 2018 to 2020, one hundred and sixty-six Santa

Clara County jail inmates used the popular TLB materials, working with me and my co-mentors.

We recently started up the first TLB class since the jails have opened after the 2020-2021

COVID-19 pandemic lockdown. This class is still a proof of concept; however, the existing TLB

materials have too many attribution errors to be publishable and they can only be delivered to a

small audience. This work at the intersection of justice, faith, and education could be scaled for

wider use than in just the Santa Clara County jail system.

Early measures for project success could be participation, satisfaction and perception of

inmates in the program. For example, an initial survey might ask students about their perceptions

with regard to judicial guilt and sin before God; a follow-up survey at the end of the term could

be compared with that baseline to see if there is a perceptual shift. An additional measure in time

would be whether student-inmates are calmer and more engaged with their faith, education, and a

constructive life path. This more-positive behavior would make the program particularly

valuable to jail administration and officers, potentially earning their support for more programs.

More measures will need to be developed as the project matures.

Theological Basis and Exegesis

32 Kevin Cummings, “Inmates Explore Faith, Life Through Education for Ministry,” From the Mountain, Spring
2017, https://katysblog.files.wordpress.com/2017/06/from-the-mountain-spring-2017-efm-jail-prison-article.pdf.
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This paper’s second section considers the theological basis for my Doctor of Ministry

project, including three scriptures that have guided my thinking in my jail ministry. Two

theologians whose work inspires me are Ivone Gebara and Gustavo Gutiérrez, both of whom are

associated with liberation theology, low Christology, and an emphasis on the humanity of Jesus

Christ. Ivone Gebara is a Roman Catholic nun in the Sisters of Our Lady in Brazil. She

differentiates society’s patriarchal cultures and rigid dogmatic structure33 from Jesus’ actions on

behalf of the oppressed.34 Gustavo Gutiérrez is a Dominican priest from Peru who is one of the

founders of Latin American Liberation Theology. He writes,

Behind liberation theology are Christian communities, religious groups, and peoples, who are
becoming increasingly conscious that the oppression and neglect from which they suffer are
incompatible with their faith in Jesus Christ (or, speaking more generally, with their religious
faith). These concrete, real-life movements are what give this theology its distinctive character; in
liberation theology, faith and life are inseparable. This unity accounts for its prophetic vigor and
its potentialities.35

Incarceration is a common theme in both the Hebrew Bible and New Testament. The

New Revised Standard Version includes the words prison, prisoner, and jailer one hundred and

twenty times in the Bible. From Joseph in Genesis and Samson in Judges, to John, Jesus, and

Paul in the Gospels, jail and prison stories are throughout our scriptures. My exegesis below

considers Jesus’s parable of the sheep and the goats (Matthew 25:31-46), the story of Joseph in

prison in Egypt (Genesis 39-41), and the account of Paul in prison in Philippi (Acts 16:22-40). In

each of these, as Gutiérrez writes, “faith and life are inseparable.” I consider these passages using a

hermeneutic of suspicion because suspicion is inherent to the prisoner’s life. Inmates are

suspicious of the prison and justice system, and the system and society suspect them.

Matthew 25:31-46

35 Gustavo Gutiérrez, A Theology of Liberation: History, Politics, and Salvation. (Maryknoll, NY: Orbis Books,
1988), xix.

34 Gebara, “Jesus from an Ecofeminist Perspective,” 185.

33 Ivone Gebara, “Jesus from an Ecofeminist Perspective,” in Longing for Running Water: Ecofeminism and
Liberation (Minneapolis, MN: Augsburg Fortress, 1999), 175.
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A Gospel inspiration for my jail ministry has been Jesus’s words in Matthew 25:31-46, “I

was hungry and you gave me food, I was thirsty and you gave me something to drink, I was a

stranger and you welcomed me, I was naked and you gave me clothing, I was sick and you took

care of me, I was in prison and you visited me...Truly I tell you, just as you did it to one of the

least of these who are members of my family, you did it to me.” As I wrote in the introduction to

my master’s thesis, “Like many Christians, prayerful consideration of the scripture passage

Matthew 25 motivated me to start work with the most-marginalized people in our society,

especially prisoners and those in reentry...Jesus presents a clear, if not easy, list of actions that He

expects from righteous people. Of these, perhaps the most difficult is visiting prisoners.”36

On 26 April 2015, the first time I went to a training by the Correctional Institutions

Chaplaincy (CIC),37 it was held at Grace Baptist Church in San Jose, California. CIC’s inspiring

speaker that day was Santa Clara County Superior Court Judge Stephen V. Manley, who decades

ago created what has become the gold standard for mental health courts.38 The sanctuary where

we volunteers were trained was hung with banners, one for each of the groups Jesus speaks of in

Matthew 25:31-46. At that CIC event, under the Visit the Prisoner banner, I first felt the call of

the Holy Spirit toward jail ministry. Since then, I have led weekly classes for dozens of jail

inmates and have known many inmates whose transition through the justice process was

overseen by Judge Manley and other judges in the Drug Treatment Court.

Genesis 39-41

The first prison story in the Bible is that of Joseph in Genesis 39-41. We meet Jacob and

Rachel’s son when he is a seventeen-year-old shepherd in Canaan, favored by his father and

38 Sigrid Bathen, “Santa Clara Judge Creates ‘Gold Standard’ for Mental Health Courts,” Capitol Weekly 11
November 2020, https://capitolweekly.net/santa-clara-judge-creates-gold-standard-for-mental-health-courts/.

37 Correctional Institutions Chaplaincy, “CIC Ministries” (home page), accessed 8 September 2021,
https://www.cicministries.org

36 Dickinson, 3.
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hated by his brothers (Gen. 37:2-4). Joseph's is both a heroic and an intimate story where we

even know what he wears. Starting as a teenager, his dreams are prophetic, a sign that Joseph is

favored by God. After his jealous brothers attack Joseph and sell him into slavery, he is taken to

Egypt where he becomes a prosperous and trusted overseer for Potiphar, the captain of Pharaoh’s

guard. Joseph’s good looks attract the attention of Potiphar’s wife who tries to seduce him, then

accuses him of attempted rape, for which he is put in prison. Although it is described as a

dungeon (Gen. 40:15), this is not prison as we know it today. It is described as “the place where

the king’s prisoners were confined” (Gen. 39:20, NRSV), apparently part of the guard captain’s

house (Gen. 40:3-4). Joseph was put in charge of the prison by the chief jailer, “The chief jailer

committed to Joseph’s care all the prisoners who were in the prison, and whatever was done

there, he was the one who did it” (Gen. 39:22-23, NRSV). Members of Pharaoh’s household like

the cupbearer and baker are confined there and waited on by Joseph (Gen. 40:3). He also

interprets their dreams (Gen. 40:7-19). After two years, when the Pharaoh needs a dream

interpreter, the cupbearer remembers and recommends Joseph (now thirty years old). He is

brought out of the dungeon, but it says Joseph has to shave and change his clothes before the

interview (Gen. 41:14), so he was probably too grubby to be royally presented without a cleanup.

The story of Joseph has inspired remarkable retellings throughout history, from the

seventh century Quran’s Yusuf surah to George Frideric Handel’s 1743 Joseph and His Brethren,

to Andrew Lloyd Webber and Tim Rice’s 1967 musical Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor

Dreamcoat. This intimate and heroic story is cohesive and long enough to be described as a

novella.39 However, Joseph’s time as a prisoner seems to be the set up for the main tale rather

than the central story. As Rabbi Rachel Barenblat writes, “The Joseph story is a paradigmatic

39 Stanley M. Giannet, “The Joseph Novella: A Psychological and Literary Analysis,” The American Journal of
Biblical Theology, 2002, https://www.biblicaltheology.com/Research/GiannetS01.html.
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example of what the Hasidic tradition calls ‘descent for the sake of ascent.’”40 Only organizations

like Prison Fellowship seem to focus on Joseph in prison rather than on later parts of his story.41

Yet, I find it inspiring that one of the great heroes of the Hebrew Bible, spends years unjustly

imprisoned.

Using the hermeneutic of suspicion is to ask questions like Who wrote this? When was it

written? Why was it written? Who speaks and who does not? As with most of the Hebrew Bible,

we don’t know who wrote the Joseph story. Yale Divinity School Professor John J. Collins

writes, “The story is usually attributed to the Yahwist (J) with some passages assigned to the

Elohist (E).”42 Collins asserts that the story was probably not written as early as the reign of

Solomon (circa 970 to 931 BCE) but that the theme of the wise courtier may put it after the

Babylonian exile (circa 597 to 539 BCE).43 Psalm 105 gives an answer as to why the Joseph

story was written, “Joseph, who was sold as a slave. His feet were hurt with fetters, his neck was

put in a collar of iron; until what he had said came to pass, the word of the Lord kept testing

him” (Psalm 105:17-19). As Collins says, the Joseph story is not just entertaining but also

illustrates the role of divine providence and gives us a clever and handsome patriarchal role

model.44

There are a range of characters in Joseph’s story at many social levels. The Midianite /

Ishmaelite slave traders to whom Joseph is sold by his brothers seem close to the bottom of the

social scale of which Pharaoh is the top. Potiphar and his wife, and the cupbearer and baker are

44 Collins, 63.
43 Collins, 64.
42 John J. Collins, A Short Introduction to the Hebrew Bible (Minneapolis, MN: Fortress Press, 2018), 63.

41 Prison Fellowship, “The Life of Joseph,” accessed 7 September 2021,
https://www.prisonfellowship.org/resources/support-friends-family-of-prisoners/prisoner-resources/the-life-of-josep
h/.

40 Rachel Barenblat, “Joseph’s Amazing Technicolor Faith,” My Jewish Learning, accessed 7 September 2021,
https://www.myjewishlearning.com/article/josephs-amazing-technicolor-faith/.
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somewhere in the middle. Surprisingly, in this story all of them get to talk; that is, no one seems

to have been silenced. Even the villain, Potiphar’s wife, gets to speak.

Details about prisoners and incarceration in Joseph’s story have parallels today. There are

many similarities in Joseph’s story to what I have observed in jail and heard from inmates. The

chief jailer used Joseph’s intelligence and management skills to his advantage. Joseph’s role in

the Egyptian prison seems to be like that of a modern Trusty, an inmate who is given small

privileges and out-of-cell time in exchange for unpaid labor on behalf of jail management. In

county jail, the Trusties serve the food, clean the dorm, and do chores. They work for the officers

and jail management like Joseph worked for the chief jailer in Gen. 39:21-23.

Another similarity is the crime of which Joseph is accused (Gen. 39:6-20). I have

sometimes gone to court to provide support for a student. Because the classes I lead are in

Protective Custody jail dorms, I have frequently heard contested accusations of rape during the

trial. Other similarities include prisoners’s loss of social status and wealth, long incarceration

without a clear end date, being forgotten (Gen. 40:23), and new relationships and opportunities

begun inside. Inmates reading Genesis 39-41 will find in Joseph’s powerful story an encouraging

role model of faith, perseverance, faithfulness and service, and ultimate success and restoration

despite incarceration.

Acts 16:22-40

The Book of Acts tells of the founding of the Christian church, including adventures of

the Apostle Paul. In Acts 16, Paul and Silas get into trouble in Philippi by healing a slave-girl

who was possessed by a spirit that let her divine fortunes. They are stripped, beaten, and thrown

into prison. (This was the first but not the only time that Paul was in prison.) The core of the

story is,

13



After they had given them a severe flogging, they threw them into prison and ordered the
jailer to keep them securely. Following these instructions, he put them in the innermost
cell and fastened their feet in the stocks. About midnight Paul and Silas were praying and
singing hymns to God, and the prisoners were listening to them. Suddenly there was an
earthquake, so violent that the foundations of the prison were shaken; and immediately all
the doors were opened and everyone’s chains were unfastened…At that hour of the night
the jailer took them and washed their wounds; then immediately he and all his household
were baptized. The jailer brought them into his house and set a meal before them; he was
filled with joy because he had come to believe in God - he and his whole household.”
Acts 16:25-34, NRSV

Prisoners today will recognize some elements of this story. Beating inmates is not

allowed in the United States but illegal mistreatment does happen sometimes. In Santa Clara

County, the death in 2015 of the mentally ill inmate Michael Tyree led not only to the three

murderous guards being convicted and imprisoned themselves45 but also to significant changes in

the jail system.46 Chaining prisoners is also common but, in our county at least, usually for only

for transport or court appearances rather than routinely in the jail dorms. Also common are

prisoner-initiated worship, study, and singing.

To understand this story better, consider the hermeneutic of suspicion questions, Who

wrote this? When was it written? Why was it written? Who speaks and who does not? Professor

Mark Allan Powell of Trinity Lutheran Seminary supports the tradition that the author of the

Book of Acts and the Gospel of Luke are the same person, historically thought to be a physician

named Luke who went with Paul on some of his travels.47 Many scholars believe that Acts was

written after the Gospel of Luke, in the 80s, but some date it earlier and others later. Acts is

considered a general history with a point of view favorable to the new Christian church. Powell

writes, “the story of the church in Acts is one of success, victory, growth, and triumph. We hear

47 Mark Allan Powell, Introducing the New Testament: A Historical, Literary, and Theological Survey (Grand
Rapids, MI: Baker Academic, 2018), 209.

46 County of Santa Clara, “Blue Ribbon Commission on Improving Custody Operations,” 26 January 2017,
https://www.sccgov.org/sites/scc/Pages/brc.aspx.

45 Sean Webby, “Three Santa Clara County Correctional Officers Convicted of Mentally-Ill Inmate’s Murder,”
County of Santa Clara - Office of the District Attorney, 1 June 2017 Press Release,
https://www.sccgov.org/sites/da/newsroom/newsreleases/Pages/NRA2017/M-Tyree-Conviction.aspx.
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next to nothing about missions that fail, people who aren’t healed, or prayers that aren’t

answered.”48

The person who is telling the story in Acts 16:22-40 writes as if he was present (as in

“One day, as we were going to the place of prayer, we met a slave-girl…” in Acts 16:16).

However, he does not seem to be either Paul or Silas, although he knows in detail what happened

to them. A variety of voices are heard in the Acts story. Paul speaks but so does the slave-girl

and her angry owners, the jailer and the magistrates. Paul’s words let us understand his

personality, as when he heals the slave-girl because he is “very much annoyed” by her loud cries

of support (Acts 16:18). Paul’s audacity is on view when he says later, “They have beaten us in

public, uncondemned, men who are Roman citizens, and have thrown us into prison; and now are

they going to discharge us in secret? Certainly not! Let them come and take us out themselves.”

He will only leave prison after the magistrates have apologized in public for his incarceration

(Acts 16:35-39). Prisoners today reading this story can find in Paul’s story not only a faithful and

resilient role model who inspires his enemies to convert but also a man who is bold enough to

turn imprisonment to his advantage. That the experiences and voices of prisoners are present in

both the Hebrew Bible and the Christian Testament can be a source of consolation and

inspiration to prisoners today.

Summary and Conclusion

In this paper, I have presented my current understanding of the problem I plan to address

in my Doctor of Ministry project and dissertation for the Berkeley School of Theology as well as

my vision for its solution. In addition, I have presented my theological basis, a history of my jail

ministry, and three inspiring scriptures that engage the value and lives of prisoners. When we

48 Powell, 212.
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study Genesis and Acts in jail, I have seen that the imprisonment of Joseph and Paul are

important to inmates who seek their life experience in the Bible.

Joseph and Paul in prison are personal stories of robust faith and that seem in keeping

with liberation theology which is, as Gustavo Gutiérrez writes, “the right of the poor to think out

their own faith.”49 Like Ivone Gebara, it is important to me that Jesus Christ is intimately

involved, “in people’s daily lives, in the midst of the ‘ordinary’ things that make up the fabric of

our lives.”50 Stories where we know what someone wears and how they speak can touch our

hearts. Gebara writes elsewhere, “The fact is that one of us, and each one of us, within our own

humanity could become Christ. And when we become Christ, we receive in the greatest depths

of our humanity that simple experience that leads us to recognize ourselves as one with others,

one for others, as one same body.”51 I am looking forward to continuing discussions with my

Berkeley School of Theology cohort and mentors on next steps in this work toward my Doctor of

Ministry.

51 Ivone Gebara, “Plural Christologies,” in Getting the Poor Down from the Cross: Christology of Liberation.
International Theological Commission of the Association of Third World Theologians, 2007, 141.
http://liberationtheology.org/library/EATWOTGettingThePoorDown.pdf.

50 Gebara, 180.
49 Gutiérrez, xxi.
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